


Flower Essences and our Furry Friends 

– Three brief case studies 
 

I use essences for everything and everyone – my 

plants, my clients (young and old), my friends’ 

pets and even my husband (when he lets me!).  

From the very first time I used essences with 

animals, I was impressed by the speed of their 

reactions (infants and young children also 

respond swiftly).    Whereas adults want to 

analyse what it is, how and why it works, etc., 

our pets (and children) react more readily to 

essences – they don’t ponder, question, doubt or 

challenge – they merely accept the energy and 

shift.  When I tell this to adults, they ruefully 

smile, seeing themselves in the 

questions/arguments I recite as examples.   

 

Following are three brief case studies.  The 

longest period I worked with the animals in these 

stories was six weeks - it usually takes my adult 

human clients much longer to shift!  While there 

are essence ranges specifically for pets, I find 

that using essences usually taken by humans, 

work on pets quite well (and the reverse is just as 

effective too!).  The ranges I tend to use are my 

own Spirit of Makasutu essences, as well as 

Green Hope Farm Essences, from New 

Hampshire, USA as both are preserved with Red 

Shiso  (a non-alcohol preservative), which is 

readily accepted by people and animals alike.   

 



 

Prickly Pear – putting an old dog at ease 

 

Back in 2005, as part of 

my new found passion 

for flower essences, I 

made two for my range 

while on holiday with 

my husband in Gambia, 

West Africa – Pink 

Oleander and Prickly 

Pear.  

 

On returning to London, I learned soon afterward 

that Prickly Pear was helpful for pets who didn’t 

like being left alone or had been abandoned and 

were consequently nervous or anxious. As it 

happened, one day at work (running a 

community-based complementary therapies 

project), I had some Prickly Pear with me to give 

to a fellow essence practitioner, when the yoga 

teacher arrived, with her old and very nervous 

dog.   I suddenly remembered I had the Prickly 

Pear in my bag and gained my colleague’s 

consent to give some to the dog  

 

Wondering whether my essence would help the 

dog’s anxiety, we sprinkled some on his muzzle 

and paws. He licked it off, sneezed, stopped 

trembling and flopped down to sleep in the 

reception area of the community centre! It 
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literally took seconds – and all of us who 

witnessed the event just shook our heads in awe.    

 

 

Touch not the cat 

Spikey, as I called the stray Persian cat taken in 

by a local St Mungos Hostel where I work, was a 

very unhappy kitty. He scratched and bit anyone 

who came near him, growling even while 

meowing pitifully for help. It was quite a job 

getting Spikey to accept any help, even if it 

meant he went hungry. One of the staff members 

asked if flower essences or oils could help. I 

ruled out essential oils (cats’ sense of smell is so 

acute that even small amounts of oil can be too 

strong) and felt an essence would be better. I 

suggested Prickly Pear essence and gave a bottle 

of the essence to a staff member. Among the 

various properties of Prickly Pear, was that of 

gently defending one’s space! Two to three drops 

of the essence were put in Spikey’s water daily.  

 

About a month later, I asked the staff how Spikey 

was behaving; I was told that he had improved, 

although he still preferred to keep to himself. I 

went to visit Spikey, waiting until he had finished 

his meal before I approached him. I held out my 

hand and waited – Spikey sniffed and allowed me 

to pet him gently – and give him a bit of 

reiki. After a few moments, he twisted and 

grabbed my wrist – and gave me a very gentle 

nip, before walking away. 



 

Spikey subsequently took off suddenly for an 

unknown destination – hopefully taking away 

with him with a little more faith in the kindness 

of strangers! 

 

Getting Ready to Go 

 

Old age had finally 

caught up with Thai-son, 

my friends’ fifteen year 

old pit bull mix – a gentle 

and patient soul (who put 

up with two young 

children with 

equanimity), except when 

other males crossed his 

patch. Too many leftovers 

had made walking and 

standing painful for him. He stiffly climbed the 

steps to his family’s flat, pausing frequently to 

gather his strength on trembling legs. Thai-son 

was becoming so weary that it became apparent 

that he wouldn’t be around much longer. His 

family knew it, but couldn’t quite face the truth 

and decided to postpone a decision about his 

future until after a family holiday. 

 

During the family’s holiday, I walked around the 

corner to my friends’ flat twice a day to take care 

of Thai-son.  I started by putting him on a diet 

(no more leftovers!) and making sure we took 
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nice slow walks. I also gave reiki treatments and 

essences to him. Thai-son loved reiki, often 

butting my hands with his head to demand 

treatments. I put the following essences in his 

water – Angel’s Trumpet and Baobab from the 

Spirit of Makasutu range, along with Ruby Moon 

Hyacinth Bean and Sweet Alyssum from the 

Green Hope Farm range. All of them were given 

to help with his transition process in some way.   

 

After a day or two, 

Thai-son was more 

alert; his eyes looked 

brighter and he was 

taking more of an 

interest in his 

surroundings – he was 

well known in the 

neighbourhood and 

many people came 

over to say hello  

 

during our walks. Thai-son drank the essence- 

containing water happily for about two weeks, 

then he refused any more. This meant he had had 

enough and I stopped giving the essences to 

him.  As he had lost some excess weigh over the 

previous weeks, he even looked a little younger. 

He was standing and walking better, although his 

painful hip joints still made climbing stairs 

difficult.  
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Returning back to the flat after one of our walks, 

Thai-son slipped slightly on the stairs inside the 

flat.  As I reached to steady him, he turned 

around, glared at me and gently snapped in my 

general direction. I was reminded of a similar 

reaction from my elderly grandfather in his last 

days – “I can take care of myself, just leave me 

be!” I respected Thai-son’s wishes and left him to 

finish climbing the stairs one by one, by himself 

– animals have their dignity too! 

 

After that, Thai-son no longer accepted reiki, 

collapsing a few weeks after his family’s return 

from holiday. It was now time to go and Thai-son 

had finished saying his goodbyes – and had even 

re-lived his younger days with shorts runs in the 

park and greeting old friends during the time I 

cared for him. He went quietly to the local 

RSPCA vet and easily left this life, without regret 

or trauma for himself or his family.  

 

Thai-son is still greatly missed. 


